AAT tutor toolkits.

Welcome to our guide.
We have a team of more than 30 in-house authors,
all professionally qualified and experts in their
field. Each specialises in just one or two subject
areas, and their considerable experience helps
them to write in an understandable way that
students can relate to. Many are ex-examiners
who have directly worked alongside professional
bodies and examining boards, while others have a
background in hands-on classroom tuition.
BPP’s AAT courses are known for their outstanding
pass rates, and have won multiple awards from
the AAT – so you can be sure of their exceptional
quality. The very same teaching and learning
materials we provide for you are used on our own
AAT courses. Which means you’re in safe hands
with BPP.
Collectively, our Learning Media team has an
in-depth knowledge of educational practice and
the professional bodies whose qualifications they
write for. Most importantly though, they really
understand you and what you need from worldclass teaching resources that get results time and
time again.

Whatever you need,
we can help.
Tutor Toolkits
Our AAT Tutor Toolkits give you all the resources you need
to cut down on preparation time and completely focus on
your students. From Lesson Plans and PowerPoint slides right
through to Mock Assessments, you can rely on BPP to have
you covered.
BPP's Programme Continuity Package
A key element of student acquisition and retention, as well
as becoming an institute approved learning provider, is the
ability to provide tuition for the entire qualification from start
to finish. BPP’s Programme Continuity Package allows tuition
providers to do this via the BPP Online Classroom. By utilising
BPP’s Online Classroom within your own study programmes,
you are bridging the gap in your tuition schedule and are
able to complete your offering to the market and achieve the
accreditation rating that you desire.
BPP Tuition Solutions Provider
Accreditation scheme
Demonstrate that as a training provider, in conjunction with the
excellent tuition you provide, your institution is also offering the
highest quality resources and support for your students.
By adopting BPP content and support you can be awarded a
badge to assist with the marketing of your programmes.
Find out more in the Tuition Solutions Provider Accreditation
Scheme brochure.

About BPP.
Our heritage
BPP has over 40 years of experience providing tuition and content
for AAT. We are proud of our history in the market, and focus
on ensuring we can provide the highest quality, comprehensive
materials both for our tutors and for other tuition providers.
We seek to inspire, enthuse and guide people from all walks of life
on every step of their educational journey. We have a passion for
imparting knowledge and improving lives through education.
The trusted publishing partner
BPP Learning Media has become the benchmark for quality in
Professional Education study materials. Today, tutors and students
in 170 countries worldwide look to us as an essential support
for success in accountancy, tax, financial services, business,
management, marketing and medical exams.
The professional choice in professional learning
By using our products, you will be providing your students with
the very best resources for effective and enjoyable learning,
revision and final exam preparation, whatever their level and
whatever their capabilities.
Our accessible, engaging materials focus on core syllabus content.
Our tailored materials help you support students’ individual
requirements, while our tutor resources help you deliver captivating
classroom sessions and drive home key syllabus points.
All our materials are written by experienced professionals skilled
in classroom delivery that inspires and makes it easier for your
students to learn and progress.

Our toolkits.

All the tools you need.

Your time is better spent supporting your students rather
than preparing your lesson materials. So, our Tutor Toolkit*
is designed to have everything you need to help make
teaching AAT easier. From lesson plans to PowerPoint
slides through to mock assessments, you can rely on BPP
to have every base covered.

Course Book – our new combined Study Texts and Course Notes create
one invaluable source of knowledge for your students.

Teach

Essentially the BPP Tutor Toolkit is a comprehensive set of
materials that gives your students all the knowledge and
assessment technique they need, and gives you the time
to support them.

Lesson Plans – forget about preparation time – our Lesson Plans do the
work for you, making sure each session fully prepares your students for
their assessments.

Completely free upon the adoption of our Coursebook
and Question Bank for each student, our Tutor Toolkit will
revolutionise your course delivery.

Course Book
PowerPoint Slides

Assessment Prep Tests**
Revision Kit

^

Question Bank
Revision Skills Bank

Assessment Prep Tests – practice questions for the key topics, allowing
students to test as they go.

Standard Toolkit:
Use BPP Materials
for 5 or more units

Comprehensive Toolkit:
Use BPP materials
exclusively













Lesson Plans






Synoptic Revision Summaries
Mock Assessments

x1

x2

Mock Synoptic Assessments

x1

x2

Synoptic Keywords








Extension tasks
Enhanced classroom access

PowerPoint Slides – designed to bring your lectures to life with high level
summaries of each topic. Each presentation is also packed with real world
examples, to make teaching so much easier.

*Materials within the Tutor Toolkit are subject to change. **Excluding Tax and Synoptic units. ^Excluding Synoptic units.

Question Bank – broken down by topic area. Ideal to set as homework or
to recap at the end of a class.
Synoptic Revision Summaries – short summaries to aid revision of the
individual units leading up to the Synoptic assessment.
Revise

Mock Assessment – a thorough test of your students’ knowledge in the
build up to their units assessment.
Mock Synoptic Assessments – designed as a final test for students
before their synoptic assessments.
Synoptic Keywords – summary of all the key knowledge areas needed
for each unit assessable within the synoptic assessment
Extension tasks – exam standard and more challenging questions
for students who may require additional questions on management
accounting and/or financial accounting units.

New on the student success site free supplementary materials.
Upon purchasing a Question Bank, students will be able to
access Interactive Online Questions in the same format as
the real AAT assessments which they can practise online.
These interactive questions are not available in any of our
other materials and students are provided with instant
feedback upon completion of the assessments.

Exclusively available on the
Comprehensive package only.
Enhanced Classroom access
Gain access to BPP's Enhanced Classroom
product which consists of recorded lectures for
every syllabus chapter, plus many more useful
resources. New and experienced tutors alike will
benefit from these additional tools from which to
aid preparation.

Notes.

Notes.

Talk to our Learning Media team.
 +44 (0)3300 603 100
 learningmedia@bpp.com
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